It was Mum’s birthday.
The word **birthday** can be split into two parts to make **birth** and **day**.
Split these words into two parts and write the parts on the lines.

- greenhouse
- nobody
- waterfall
- everything
- goodbye

These words made with two parts fell apart in the waterfall.
Put them back together and write them under the correct pictures.
Read what is happening in the pictures.
Then say what happened and write it down.

Biff is giving Mum a plant.

Biff gave Mum a plant.

Anneena is coming to play.

The magic is taking them to a jungle.

The children are seeing a monkey up a tree.

They are running through the jungle.

They are falling into a big net.

The lady is getting them down.
The story Lost in the Jungle has three different settings. Here are pictures of those settings.
Write what the settings are underneath the pictures.
Draw 2 things from each setting that can only be found in that setting.

A monkey appears in each setting. Write a sentence about the monkey in each setting. The page numbers will help you.

Page 1  At home
Page 9  In the jungle
Page 30 In the lost city